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1. After graduating from West Point in 1829 this man fought with such distinction in 
the Mexican War that by 1860 he had advanced to the rank of Brigadier General, the first 
West Point graduate to do so. Returning to his native Virginia in 1861, he led the 
Confederates to victory at First Mannassas but proved less successful in the west, where 
he failed to prevent the fall of Vicksburg and was unable to halt Sherman's March to the 
Sea. For 10 points name this Condederate perhaps best remembered for defeating Sherman 
at Kinesaw Mountain in 1864. 

Answer: Joseph E. Johnston 

2. When Aeneas lands at Epirus he finds this woman living there as the wife of Helenus, 
the 1 ast surv i vi ng son of King Pr i am of Troy. Before th is, however, she had spent 
several years as a captive and sexual slave of Neoptolemus, who had murdered her infant 
son Astayanax, and was almost herself killed by his wife Hermione before Orestes freed 
her by killing Neoptolemus. For 10 points name this long suffering woman of Greek 
mythology, subject of plays by Euripides and Racine, best known as the loving wife of 
the Trojan hero Hector. 

Answer: Andromache 

3. Viewers of TNT's film Moses would have seen this actor in the role of Ramses. Born 
in London, England, in 1922, his first part was in the 1964 film Song for Tomorrow, and 
though he has since played a wide variety of roles in such disparate films as Return 
From Witch Mountain, Against All Odds, and The Man with the Golden Gun, in which he 
played the title role, his striking appearance has best suited him for horror films, in 
which he made his fame. For 10 pt. name this actor, star of Horror of Dracula, Dracula 
has Risen from the Grave, Dracula, Prince of Darkness, and many other Hammer films. 

Answer: Christoper Lee 

4. This man began his literary career while studying at Oxford with such poems as Alaric 
in Rome and Cromwell, which won him the Newdigate Prize. Famous for his literary 
criticisms, which include On Translating Homer, Essays in Criticism, Discourses in 
America, and his most famous critical work Culture and Anarchy, he is better known for 
such poetry collections as The Strayed Reveller and Others and Empedocles on Etna. For 
10 points name this essayist, critic, and poet, most famous for his poems "~", 
"The Scholar Gypsy", and "Dover beach". 

Answer: Matthew Arnold 

5. This scientist graduated from Yale in 1854 and in 1863 he became the first American 
to earn a doctorate in eng i neeri ng. Author of such works as Vector Ana lys i sand 
Elementary Principles of Statistical Mechanics, which reflect his wide fields of 
interest, he is best known for his work in thermodynamics, the subject of his most 
famous treatise "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances", in which he first 
postulated the phase rule, or F=C-P-Mx2. For 10 points name this physicist, the 
discoveror of thermodynamic potential, also known as the "free energy" which bears his 
name. 

Answer: Josiah Willard Gibbs 

6. Almost the entire northern border of this nation consists of the Caucasus Mountains, 
which contains its highest peak, Mount Skhara. Bordered by Russia, Turkey, Armenia, and 
Azerbijan, it faces the Black Sea to the west; its other significant bodies of water 
include the Rioni, Alazoni, and Kura rivers, on the latter of which is located its 
capital~~ For 10 points name this former Soviet republic which is probably not 
the location which Ray Charles has "on his mind". 

Answer: Georgia 



7. At the urging of his friend Stendhal this man began his literary career in 1822 with 
the play Cromwell, which he followed with such successful works as The Theatre of Clara 
Gazul and La Guzla. In 1828 he turned to writing historical fiction, the genre in which 
he is most famous, with such works as The Chronicles of the Times of Charles IX, The 
Jacquerie, and the novellette "Mate Falcone", and Columba, which reflect his interest 
in warfare and soldiers. For 10 points name this author best known for Carmen, from 
which Bizet based his opera. 

Answer: Prosper Merimee 

8. Born in circa 1337 in Valenciennes, France, this man travelled widely in his 
scholastic pursuits and spent much time in the courts of various noblemen, including the 
Comte de Blois, whose Chaplain he became. Though in his youth he experimented in poetry, 
producing such works as The Horology of Love and the historical romance Meliador, he is 
best remembered for his account of the events he witnesed while at the court of Edward 
III, which included such notable occurances as the battles of Crecy and Poitiers . For 
10 points identify this medieval historian, author of The Chronicles. 

Answer: Jean de Froissart 

9. It is likely that Carl Mayer borrowed the idea for the screenplay of this film from 
the similarly themed Nicolai Gogol story "The Overcoat". In the film, an elderly 
doorkeeper of a Berlin hotel is demoted to the position of lavatory assistant and is 
stripped of his uniform, his one source of pride; broken, his humiliation is assuaged 
when he inherits a fortune and takes up residence in the hotel. For 10 points identify 
this 1924 classic, which features the acting talents of Mary Delschaft, Max Hiller, 
Hans Unterkirchen, and Emil Jannings and was directed by F.W. Murnau. 

Answer: The Last Laugh 

10. Almost a million of these irregularly formed endochrine tissues are contained in the 
average human body. They are composed of four basic cell types: beta, the most common, 
which produces insulin; alpha, which produces the insulin-regulator glucagon; delta, 
which produces somatastatin; and gamma, whose function is unknown. For 10 points 
identify these tissues located in the pancreas whose degeneration may cause diabetes 
mellitus, which are named for the German physician who first noted them in 1869. 

Answer: Islets (or Islands) of Langerhans 

11. In 1857 he became organist at the Church of the Madeleine in Paris and upon meeting 
him Franz Lizst pronounced him the finest organist in the world. Among his many notable 
works are the symphonic poems Omphale's Spinning Wheel, the oratorio The Deluge, and the 
opera Samson and Delila. For 10 points name this musician best know for the symphonic 
poem Danse Macabre and his series of small peices entitled Carnival of Animals. 

Answer: Camille Saint-Saens 

12. Little about this architect's early life is known: the son of a clothmaker, he spent 
several year under the patronage of Christian IV of Denmark as a painter before 
returning to his native England in 1605, where he briefly worked as a costume designer 
for Ben Jonson. His first architectural work was on the building which now houses the 
Maritime Museaum in London, which was followed by the Whitehall Banqueting house and 
Carden Square, London. For 10 points name this English architect most famous for his 
renovations of St. paul's in 1634. 

Answer: Inigo Jones 

13. After discovering that his first wife, Deborah, has been so brutally assaulted by 
white men that she is infertile, Gabriel Grimes has an affair with the maid Esther, who 
dies in childbirth with his son, Royal, whom he only meets once after a lynching. Though 
he denies the affair, Deborah writes of it to his sister, Florence, who will probably 
expose him to his new wife, Elizabeth. For 10 points name this novel by James Baldwin. 

ANS. Go Tell It On The Mountain 



14. Readers of Stendhal's The Red and the Black will recall that its protagonist Julien 
Sorel was a member of this religious sect, as were such real-life men as Jean Racine and 
Blaise Pascal. Named for the Dutch Theologian whose views, as presented in the 1640 
treatise Augustinus, they share, practitioners of this sect believed that God's grace 
was limited to only those whom God had previously selected and that Christ died only for 
these few, beliefs which caused Popes Urban VIII and Innocent X to denouce the movement 
as heretical. For 10 points name this sect which still exists in the Netherlands, and 
whose name is used as an adjective to describe any austere, morose, defeatist person. 

Answer: Jansenism 

15. They have no particular use and thus aren't manufactured, but are the unintentional 
byproduct of industrial reactions, such as those involving 2,4,5 -trichlorophenol in the 
making of herbicides. They can also be synthesized when wood pulps are bleached using 
chlorine-based oxidants. 2,3,7,8-TCDD is the most poisonous of these diverse organic 
compounds. FTP, what is this class of organic compounds whose basic structures include 
two oxygen atoms joined to a pair of benzene rings. 

ANS. Dioxin(s) 

16. After graduating from Princeton in 1801 this man served as the personal secretary 
of Minister to England James Monroe before returning to the United States to practice 
law in Philadelphia and serve in the Pennsylvania State Legislature. Editor of Port 
Folio, America's first literary journal, he revised and published the report of Lewis 
and Clark and in later life helped to establish Girard College, though he is better 
known as a banker and financier. For 10 points identify this man, considered by many 
to be the father of the Federal reserve system, who was president of the Second Bank of 
the United States from 1824 until its destruction by Andrew Jackson in 1832. 

Answer: Nicholas Biddle 

17. After earning his doctorate in philosophy from Jagiellonian University in 1908, this 
man was steered towards anthropolgy after reading a copy of the Golden Bough. Among his 
works are Myth in Primitive Psychology, Sex and Repression in Savage Society, and The 
Scientific Theory of Culture . After completing research in New Guinea he was awarded a 
Doctorate of Science from London University in 1916 and embarked on his main body of 
research in the Trobriand Islands. For 10 points name this founder of Functionalism and 
Social anthropology, best known for his Argonauts of the Western Pacific. 

Answer: Bronislaw Malinowski 

18. In 1791 this poet produced his first work, the epic Joan of Arc, and the following 
year collaborated with his Oxford classmate Samuel Coleridge on The Fall of Robespierre. 
In addition to these, he wrote a great number of other poetic works, such as Thalaba The 
Destroyer, Medoc, and Roderick, Last of the Goths, as well as such prose offerings as 
Life of Nelson, Life of Wesley, and the fanciful Doctor, which contains the well-known 
story lIThe Three Bears"; however, he is still best remembered for his feud with Lord 
Byron. For 10 points name this poet Laureate of England from 1807 to 1843 who was 
attacked by Byron in "Vision of Judgement". 

Answer: Robert Southey 

19. After studying medicine and physical sciences this man entered the Iniversity of 
Copenhagen, where he earned his doctorate in 1799. Though he made significant 
discoveries in Chemistry, such as isolating metallic Aluminum and proving that not all 
gasses were equally compressible, he is best remembered for his 1819 discovery that an 
electric current will deflect a compass needle. For 10 points name this discoveror of 
the electromagnetic theory after whom the physical unit of magnetic strength is named. 

Answer: Hans Christian Oersted 



20. The father was a Roman senator who attempted to stage an overthrow of the 
constitution of Sulla, whose revolt was defeated by Quintus Catulus at Milvian Bridge, 
Pompey in Etruria, and Gaius Triarus in Sardinia. The son sided with Caesar during the 
Civil War and became his mater of horse, who held the office of Pontifex Maximus for 30 
years and who, with OctaviQ~~ and Marc Antony, formed the second triumvirate. For 10 
points give the commoon name. 

Answer: Marcus Aemilius Lepidus 

21. Born in Grenau, Germany in 1891, this man served as an officer aboard several 
U-Boats during World War I and remained in the German Navy following the Treaty of 
Versailles, despite its restriction of the German fleet to surface vessels only. In 1935 
he was tapped ·to rebuild the German submarine fleet despite the prohibitions of the 
treaty, a task which he carried out so successfully that he was promoted to Admiral and 
Commander-in-Chief of the German Navy. For 10 points name this naval officer who was 
ultimately promoted to commander in chief of Germany after the suicide of Hitler in 
1945. 

Answer: Karl Von Doenitz 

22. As punishment for looking off the Lidskjalf without Odin's permission, this god is 
smitten by the beauty of the giantess Gerda and is forced to give his magic sword to his 
servant Skirnir so he can win her for him; as a result, at Ragnarok he is only armed 
with a pair of antlers in his fight with Surtur. Son of the Vanir God Njord, he is the 
god of fertility and rain and is the possessor of the Skidblanir, a ship which can fold 
into a pouch, and the golden boar Gullibrasti. For 10 points name this diety after whom 
the final day of the week is named. 

Answer: Frey 

The title character of this work is the daughter of a miserly merchant from the town of 
saumur whom, when the novel begins, is entertaining suitors for his daughter's hand. His 
plans for her are disrupted when her cousin Charles, whose impoverished father has just 
committed suicide, enters the picture; she falls in love with him, and gives him her 
private treasure of gold coins to recoup his fortunes in the West Indies. In the end, 
however, he betrays her, and by the end of the novel she ends up alone and as miserly 
as her father. For 10 points name this title caharacter of an 1833 novel by Honore de 
Balzac. 

Answer: Eugenie Grandet 

As a graduate student at Columbia University this man was the student of Franz Boas, who 
encouraged his studies in liguistics. His initial research on the languages of various 
Western native American tribes was chronicled in his work Time Perspective in the 
Aboriginal American Cultures, but gradually he shifted his focus from the structural to 
the pyschological aspects of language, which led to his theory that perceptions and 
worldviews are based on languages. For 10 points name this nathropologist, author of 
Language and founder of ethnolinguistics. 

Answer: Edward Sapir 

After working as an engineer at a weapons plant during WWII this man studied at the P.N. 
Lebediev Institute at Moscow, from which he earned his doctorate in 1947. Though 
instrumental in the development of the first Russian nuclear weapon, in the 1960's he 
became an advocate of nuclear disarmament , publishing the essay IIProgress, Coexistence, 
and Freedom ll in 1968, though he would later be exiled to Gorky for these activities. For 
10 points name this Russian Physicist, whose humanitarian efforts won him the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1975. 

Answer: Andrei Sakharov 



BONUSES FOR SLAUGHTERHOUSE FOUR 

1. The first century Greek historian Plutarch is most famous for his Parallel Lives, in 
which he gives the biographies of a prominent Greek statesman the Romans considered to 
be his counterpart, and a comparison of the two men. Given his Roman "parallel", 
identify the Greek historical figure for 10 points each; if you need more information, 
you'll only get five. 
a. 10 pts: Marcius Coriolanus 

5 pts: After being wrongly accused and convicted of defacing sacred statues, this 
Athenian admiral defected to the Spartans and helped them defeat the Athenians at 
Syracuse, though he later returned and helped them win several naval battles against 
Sparta. Answer: Alcibiades 
b. 10 pts: Quintus Fabius 

5 pts: This statesman led Athens to prosperity during the early days of the Delian 
league, supervising the construction of the Parthenon before succumbing to the plague 
in 429 B.C. Answer: Pericles 
c. 10 pts: Cornelius Sulla 

5 pts: This Spartan admiral defeated the Athenans at the battle of Aegospotomai in 
405 B.C. and captured Athens in 404, thus effectively ending the Peloponnesian War. 

Answer: Lysander 

2. Identify the scientist from clues on a 30-20-10 basis. 
30 pts: When this man was knighted for his contributions to physics in 1947 he chose as 
his symbol the yin-yang, which he explained as illustrating his Principle of 
Complementarity. 
20 pts: Though he assisted in the Los Alamos bomb project, he later advocated arms 
control, for which he won the first Atoms for Peace Award in 1957. 
10 pts: This Danish Physicist was the winner of the 1922 Nobel Prize for Physics for his 
development of quantum physics. 

Answer: Niels Bohr 

3. Several of the plays of Anglo-Irish playwright George Bernard 
memorable characters. Given a such a character, identify the 

Shaw feature certain 
play in which that 

character appears, 10 pts. each. 
1. Ftatateeta 
2. Sir Andrew Undershaft 
3. Major Bluntschli 

Answer: Caesar and Cleopatra 
Answer: Major Barbara 
Answer: Arms and The Man 

4. Name the economist from works, 5 points each. 
1. General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money 
2. Foundations of Economic Analysis 
3. The Affluent Society 
4. A Monetary History of the United States 
5. Principles of Political Economy and Taxation 
6. Theory of the Leisure Class 

Answer: John Maynard Keynes 
Answer: Paul Samuelson 
Ans: John Kenneth Galbraith 
Answer: Milton Friedman 
Answer: David Ricardo 
Answer: Thorsten Veblen 



5. For assistance in the war against the allied Greek city states, Trojan King Priam had 
the help of several non-Trojan allies. Given a brief description of three of these, 
identify the ally, l~points each. 
1. This Ethiopian prince, the son of Eos and Tithonus, came to Troy's aid after the 
death of Hector and killed Archilochus, son of aged Pylian king Nestor. Challenged to 
single combat by Nestor, he declined to fight him but was killed by Achilles, who acted 
as Nestor's champion. 

Answer : Memnon 
L ian prince, son of us an 
de 0, w fina 

a ~hties warr' 
by Patroclus. 

nswer: Sarpedon 
3. When this Thracian king heard a prophecy stating that Troy would never fall if his 
horses drank from the river Xanthus, he rushed to the aid of the Trojans but was 
ambushed 'and murdered by Diomedes and Odysseus before his horses could drink. 

Answer: Rhesus 

6. From a brief description name the chemical element, 10 points each; if you need the 
atomic number, you'll only get 5. Note: all of these elements have somthing in common. 
10 pts: Though not officially found until 1886, when it was discovered by Clemens 
Winkler, this element was predeicted by Mendeleyev, who referred to it as eka-silicon. 
Its transparency to infrared radiation makes it ideal for use in infrared detectors; in 
addition, it is used in optical devices, such as wide-angl lenses. 
5 pts : Its atomic number is 32 

Answer: Germanium 
10 pts: Discovered in 1944 by a team of scientists led by Glenn Seaborg, the high 
emission of gamma-radiation by this element make it extremely useful industrially in 
fluid-density guages, fuel-guages, and distance-sensing devices. 
5 pts: Its atomic number is 95 

Answer: Americium 
10 pts: Discovered in 1939 by Marguerite Perey, this element is so unstable that only 
30 grams of it usually occurs in the crust of the earth as the product of the decay of 
actinium. It is highly reactive and is the heaviest metal of the alkali group. 
5 pts: Its atomic number is 87. 

Answer: Francium 

7. Identify this figure from European history from clues on a 30-20-10 basis. 
30 pts: A trusted advisor to Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, this Dutch nobleman secured 
the marriage of Queen Mary of England to Charles's son, Phillip II of Spain. He also 
showed great military skill as a cavalry commander at the Battles of St. Quentin and 
Gravelines in the Fifth Hapsburg-Valois war. 
20 pts: Though rewarded with the office of Stadtholder of Flanders for his efforts, he 
later opposed Phillip II's annexation of the Netherlands and allied himself with William 
the Silent to oppose Phillip, for which he was later convicted of treason by the Council 
of Blood and executed on September 9, 1567. 
10 pts: The 1 ife of th i s man was dramat i sed by Johann Wo lfgang von Goethe with 
incidental music by Ludwig Von Beethoven. 

Answer: Laroral, Graaf von Egmont (or Egmond) 



B. Readers of Faulkner will recall that his 1942 work Go Down, Moses is actually more 
of a collection of separate stories rather than a complete novel. This bonus will test 
your knowledge of that work: given a description of a section of that book, identify it 
for 10 points each 
1. This section, the first, tells of a card game between Buck and Buddy McCaslin and 
Hubert Beauchamp to see if their slaves will be allowed to marry and whether Buck will 
marry Beauchamp's sister Siphonsiba. Answer: IIWas ll 

2. This section, the work' last, tells of how the body of Samuel Beauchamp, who has 
been electrocuted in Chicago for the murder of a policeman, is returned to Mississippi 
for burial and how details of his death are hidden from his crazed wife, Mollie, by 
members of the community. Answer: IIGo Down, MosesII 
3. This section tells the tale of a young black man who is driven mad by the death of 
his wife and murders a white man who cheats fellow black workers in a crooked dice 
game, for which he is lynched. Answer: IIPantaloon in Black ll 

9. This bonus will test your knowledge of Renaissance music. Given a description of a 
composer from that era, identify him for 10 points each. 
1. Born in 1594 near Rome, this composer enjoyed the patronage of Popes Julius III, 
Gregory XIII, and Clement VII, for whom he produced over 250 motets, including 29 based 
on the Song of Solomon, and 105 masses, of which his Missa Brevis is the best known. 

Answer: Giovanni di Palestrina 
2. Born in France in 1430, this composer was in the service of three successive French 
monarchs, Charles VII, Louis XI, and Charles VIII, for whom he composed over 14 masses, 
10 motets, and 20 chansons in the contrapuntal style of which he was the master. Works 
include Ave Maria, Alma redemptis mater, and Gaude Maria. 

Answer: Johannes Ockegham 
3. Born in Burgundy in 1445, this composer worked for the Sforza family in Milan before 
taking employment from Duke Ercole I of Ferrara, for whom he wrote the mass Hercules Dux 
Ferrariae. One of the main developers of the chanson, which he collected in his 
Odhecaton, he also wrote over 20 masses, of which the most famous is Miserere. 

Answer: Joasquin DesPrez 

10. Given a brief description of the following battles from the war of IBI2, identify 
it on a 5-10-15 basis. 
1. In this September 10, IB13 battle Master Commandant Oliver hazard Perry joined forces 
with General William Henry Harrison to defeat a combined British-Native American force 
under General Henry Proctor and chief Tecumseh, who died there. For 10 points, name it. 

Answer: Battle of the Thames 
2. Though the British and Americans both lost about BOO men in this engagement, American 
forces under Major General Jacob Brown and Brigadier General Winfield Scott scored a 
tactical victory over the British under canadian General George Prevost. It was fought 
in Western New York on July 25, IBI4. 

Answer: Lundy's Lane 
3. A U.S. naval force under Lt. Thomas Macdonough captured a British squadron on Lake 
Champlain on September 11, thereby forcing 16,000 British troops to retire. 

Answer: Plattsburgh 

11. A number of scientific constants are known by the name of the men who first proposed 
them. Given the numerical value of such an eponymous constant, name it , 10 points each. 
1. 1.097373177xl0 to the negative seventh power inverse meters. 

Answer: Rydberg Constant 
2. 6.6260755 xl0 to the negative thirty-fourth power joule-second 

Answer: Planck's Constant 
3. 1.3B0662xl0 to the negative twenty-third power joule/Kelvins 

Answer: Boltzman's Constant 



12. Identify the African nation given a list of its neighbors, 10 points each. If you 
need its capital, you'll only get 5. 
1. 10 pts: Namibia, Zimbabwe, South Africa 

5 pts: Gaborone 
Answer: Botswana 

2. 10 points: Tanzania, Burundi, Zaire, Uganda 
5 pts: Kigali 

Answer: Rwanda 
3. 10 pts: Cameroon, Chad, The Sudan, Zaire, Congo 

5 pts: Bangui 
Answer: Central African Republic 

13. Identify the painters of these works from 1877 and 1878, 5 pts. each. 
a. Mme. Charpentier and Her Children 
b. Rehearsal on the Stage 
c. Sierra Nevada 
d. Nana 
e. Lever de Lune 
f. The Cotton Pickers 

ANS. P.A. Renoir 
ANS. Edgar Degas 
ANS. Albert Bierstadt 
ANS. Edouard Manet 
ANS. Charles Daubigny 
ANS. Winslow Homer 

14. Given a short list of works, identify the German author who wrote them, 30-20-10. 
30 pts: Lonely Lives; Dorothea Angermann; The Beaver Coat 
20 pts: Drayman Henschel; The Assumption of Hannele; The Sunken Bell 
10 pts: Before Sunrise; THe Weavers 

Answer: Gerhard Hauptmann 

15. Certain naval vessels have proved to be extremely significant in the histroy of the 
United states. Given a description, name the vessel for the stated number of points. 
1. 5 pt: In 1779 the ramshackle ex-merchant vessel Duc de Duras was outfitted with guns 
and given this name, an allusion to a pseudonym of Benjamin Franklin. 

Answer: Bonhomme Richard 
2. 5 pt: This vessel, under the command of Admiral Raphael Semmes, managed to sneak over 
$120 million in contraband past Union blockade lines and destroyed over 57 ships before 
being herself destroyed by the U.S.S. Kearsarge of the coast of France. She later caused 
a world of trouble for England, where she had been made for the Confederacy in 
Liverpool. Answer: C.S.S. Alabama 
3. 10 pt: The first carrier of the name was the flagship of Admiral Bill Halsey and was 
loaned by Halsey to Rear Admiral Ray Spruance for his attack at Midway. 

Answer: U.S.S. Enterprise 
4. 10 pt: It was torpedoed July 30 just after midnight and sank 12 minutes later. Of 
the 1996 officer and men, all but 316 died from shark attack, murder or drowning. 

Answer: U.S.S. Indianapolis 

16. Given the title of a literary work, name the Bronte sister who wrote it 5 pt each. 
1. "The Old Stoic" Answer: Emily 
2. Agnes Gray Answer: Anne 
3. Villette Answer: Charlotte 
4. The Professor Answer: Charlotte 
5. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall Answer: Anne 
6. "The Prisoner" Answer: Emily 



17. Given the year and the reason for which he won the Nobel Prize in physiology or 
medicine, identify the scientist, 5 points each. 
1. 1930, for his discovery of blood types Answer: Karl Landsteiner 
2. 1906, for his dsicovery of nerve cells Answer: Cami 110 Go 19i 
3: 1948, for his development of the pesticide DDT. Answer: Paul Muller 
4. 1977 , for developing radioimmunoassay Answer: Rosalyn Ya10w 
5. 1953, for his discovery of co-enzyme A Answer: Fritz L ipmann 
6. 1990, for performing the 1st kidney transplant Answer: Joseph E. Murray 

18. James Bond films are often made memorable by their female leads. Given the name of 
a so-called "Bond Girl" name the film in which she appears, 5 points each. 
1. Domino Derva1 

Answer: Thunderba11 (accept, 
2. Holly Goodhead 
3. Pussy Galore 
4. Mary Goodnight 
5. Honey Rider 
6. Solitaire 

reluctantly, Never Say Never Again) 
Answer: Moonraker 
Answer: Goldfinger 
Answer: The Man with the Golden Gun 
Answer: Dr. No 
Answer: Live and Let Die 

19. This bonus will test your knowledge of heretical religious doctrines. Given a 
brief description of a heresy, identify it, 10 points each. 
1. A reaction to Nestorianism, it challenged the orthodox creed of the Council of 
Cha1cedon by saying Jesus had only a divine nature. 

Answer: Monophysitism 
2. This heresy was spread by the teachings of E1ipandus of Toledo and Felix of Urghe1, 
who believed that Christ in his corporeal form as a mortal man was not the son of God 
but was rather "chosen" by God to be the savior. It was crushed largely due to the 
efforts of Alcuin of York, who successfully appealed to pope Leo III to condemn it. 

Answer: Adoptionism 
3. Practioners of this heresy were also known as Cathars, and their system of belief 
centered around protest of the the corruption of the church and held that only certain 
people, the "cathars" or "pure", had earned God's grace, and that Christ had died for 
these select few only. It was prominent in Southern France in the 12th and 13th 
centuries until a crusade called by Innocent III and the Inquisition stamped it out. 

Answer: Albigensian Heresy 

20. The works of A1exandr Pushkin have had a profound impact on the literature of his 
native russia; indeed, his works have even seriously influenced Russian Music. Given a 
Pushkin work, identify the Russian composer who put it to music, 5 points each . 
1. Rus1an and Lyudmi11a Answer: Mikhail Glinka 
2. Boris Gudunov Answer: Modest Mussorgsky 
3. Captain's Daughter Answer: Cesar Cui 
4.Mozart and Salieri Answer: Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov 
5. Eugene Onegin Answer: Pyotr Tchaikovsky 
6. The Gypsies Answer: Sergeii Rachmaninoff 

21. In A.D. 9 a battle took place between the Romans and the Germanic tribes which 
resulted in so great a defeat for the Romans that, according to Suetonius, Augustus 
feared open revolution on release of the news and declared its anniversary a day of 
public mourng for the rest of his reign. 
1. First: for 10 points identify this battle. Answer: Teutoburg Forest 
2. Now, for a second 10 points, identify the Roman general who was slaughtered along 
with the three legons under his command at Teutoburg Forest. 

Answer: Publius Quincti1ius Varus 
3. For a final 10 points name the chief of the Cherbusci who lured Varus into an ambush 
by pretending to be a guide. Answer: Arminius 


